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or Not
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[Natalia Toreeva]
The vision of a dying world –
Too many things around us, but empty plates for others,
We see the human drama, but our lives are too busy
To stop and hold a breath of existence
And see the roles we have to play in this changing world.
Look at the world around us –
Why do I suddenly feel so lonely?
We see the complexity of this planet, the blink of our lives on it,
And so many people trying to speak across the globe
In this universal communication.
With the Internet and computers crossing the continents,
In this huge, old world, where the seas were once born,
Where, under the pressure of technology,
The planet suddenly shrank and became too small,
And sometimes you feel cut off from the rest of universe.
So should the whole world,
With its arts, philosophy, languages, and cultures,
Speak in only one universal language – HUMANITY,
Accepting human differences and the freedom of expression,
And making a positive change on our Earth?
I know it is my choice to be or not to be alone,
And since I understand this planet as our common home,
I know I will not be lost in the crowd,
Because I know I have the skills to fight, to advocate, to act,
To think, to innovate, to change, and to be led by God until my
journey’s end.
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